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Abstract
A mathematical problem arising from data set alignment is studied. For two given real-valued functions defined on two (2D
or 3D) domains, separately, find a transformation between the two domains that optimizes a similarity functional between the
functions. Our approach is based on optimal control with PDE (partial differential equation) constraints. Numerical examples are
provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method.
c© 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this study, data sets are defined as real-valued functions on the same domain. An example of such a data set is
the intensity function of an image [4,6,12,13,20–24]. Suppose a similarity functional between them is also given. The
problem is to determine a differentiable and invertible transformation efficiently and accurately, which (1) optimizes
the similarity functional; (2) matches corresponding landmarks representing data features (if any); and (3) generates
a physically reasonable deformation field in the whole domain.
We propose a new mathematical framework for this problem, which is based on optimal control with PDE (partial
differential equation) constraints. It satisfies requirement (1) very well and has potential to meet the other two
requirements.
The optimization problem based on any similarity measure alone is ill-posed, which means (1) the solutions either
do not exist or are not unique; or (2) the solution exists and is unique but is unstable with regard to small changes
in the initial condition. The current approach [19] is to regularize the problem by adding a regularization term to the
original functional. The alignment process is to minimize a cost functional C,C = Csimilarity + αCregularity, where
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the first term, Csimilarity, is the chosen similarity measure, the second term, Cregularity, characterizes the cost associated
with a particular transformation, for example, internal forces of an elastic model, or simply the integral of the square
of the norm of the gradient of the displacement; α is a parameter that represents the tradeoff between the similarity
and regularity. In this framework the first term can be considered as the driving force of the registration process that
tries to maximize the similarity of the images. The second term can be considered as a regularization function that
constrains the transformation, for example, to only physically plausible transformations.
A major shortcoming of this approach is that if the weighting parameter α is too small, then the resulting
transformations will be unstable and discontinuous. If α is too large, then the resulting transformations will be
inaccurate. Also, the regularity terms may impose unreasonable restrictions on the transformations and thus distort
the solution as a consequence.
2. Description of the proposed method
Our method is formulated as an optimal control problem, which can be viewed as an alternative to the regularization
approach. It optimizes the similarity measure subject to the constraint of a div–curl system. The div–curl system is
constructed according to a mesh adaptation method based on differential geometry [1,2,8,15–18]. The mesh generation
method can be used to construct nodal transformations with prescribed Jacobian determinant.
The optimization process is based on a Lagrange multiplier technique. The method shares a common feature
with the methods that are based on mass or volume preserving mappings: achieving some control over the Jacobian
determinant. But our method allows nonzero local rotation of the registration mapping through the curl, which is
always zero in [13]. A main feature of our method is that the nonlinear Jacobian determinant of the transformation
is calculated via a linear first-order differential system that can be solved efficiently by a least squares finite element
method.
Moser’s deformation method in differential geometry [5,4] constructs a differentiable and invertible transformation
between two domains equipped with different Riemannian metrics, which deforms the volume element from one to
the other. In the 1990s, the deformation method was modified for adaptive grid generation [15,16]. In [17], a version
based on the level set approach is developed. Later, a new version of the method was formulated which is based on
solving a div–curl system by the least squares finite element method (LSFEM) on fixed [1] and moving [2] domains.
The LSFEM version can generate a landmark matching transformation with three inputs: (1) the Jacobian determinant
J of the transformation; (2) the curl vector of the node velocity field; and (3) a set of corresponding landmarks (if they
are available).
We will describe the deformation method for mesh generation in the context of reconstructing transformations
in Section 2.1. Then, we will give a detailed formulation of the proposed method in Section 2.2.
2.1. The deformation method
Let the template data set be defined by intensity function T (x, y, z), the reference data set by R(x, y, z). They
are normalized so that
∫
T = ∫ R = a constant. We want to determine a transformation φ : u = u(x, y, z), v =
v(x, y, z), w = w(x, y, z) such that a similarity measure be optimized.
Let us begin with any differentiable and invertible transformation φ. Suppose that we are given a set of points
{P(i)} and their images under φ, {Q(i)}, namely, Q(i) = φ(P(i)). The problem is to reconstruct φ.
The deformation method developed recently in the area of numerical grid generation provides a robust and efficient
algorithm for this task. Let J (φ) = f (x, y, z), curl (φ) = g(x, y, z). The scalar function f and the vector field g can
be calculated numerically. f is positive since φ is invertible. Let t be a parameter in [0, 1].
φ is reconstructed in the following steps:
The first step is to solve the div–curl system for the nodal velocity v from div((t + (1 − t) f )v) = f − 1, and
curl v = 2tg; with the Neumann condition on the boundary of the domain and the Dirichlet condition at the landmark
points: v(P(i)) = vector(P(i)→ Q(i)), where P(i) and Q(i) are corresponding landmark points in the two images.
The second step is to move each node in the template domain according to v to a new location as the parameter t
goes from t = 0 to t = 1. Denote this transformation at t by ψ(t).
The mathematical foundation of the method is that the above steps imply J (ψ(1)) = f (x, y, z) as proved in
[16,17].
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Thus J (ψ(1)) = J (φ). Moreover, we have curlψ(1) = curlψ(0) + curl (∫0 to 1 dψ(t)/dt) = curlψ(0) +
curl (
∫
0 to 1 vdt). Sinceψ(0)= the identity transformation we have curlψ(0) = 0. Taking the curl under the integration
and using curl v = 2tg, we get curl ψ(1) = ∫0 to 1 curl v dt = ∫0 to 1 2tg dt = (∫0 to 1 2tdt) g = g = curlφ.
Hence, in addition to J (ψ(1)) = J (φ), we also have curlψ(1) = curlφ. It is demonstrated in Examples 1 and 2
that these two conditions imply that ψ(1) is a reconstruction of φ as desired. A rigorous analysis of this observation is
not yet known to us. The simpler statement that, on a simply connected domain, if divψ = divφ, and curlψ = curlφ,
then ψ = φ, is proved mathematically (cf. [14], for instance).
The fact that J (ψ(1)) = f (x, y, z) can be proved by directly showing that for each t in [0, 1],
(∂/∂t)H(t) = 0, where H(t) = J (ψ(t))(t + (1− t) f (ψ(t))).
Assuming that this is true, we have H(1) = J (ψ(1)) = H(0) = f (x, y, z). In the last equality we have used the fact
that ψ(0) = the identity transformation. A proof for (∂/∂t)H(t) = 0 appears in [16]. A second proof appears in [17],
which is based on the transport formula in continuum mechanics.
This reconstruction scheme forms the foundation of our new approach to the function matching problem: Since
every differentiable and invertible transformation can be reconstructed (in the sense of having the same Jacobian
determinant and the same curl) by the deformation method, we can optimize similarity measures subject to the
constraints that the admissible transformations be solutions to the div–curl system. This is a geometrically based
method which includes all differentiable and invertible transformations, in contrast to mechanically (physically) based
methods which impose certain physical properties to the transformations which may or may not be realistic for the
whole images. The geometric significance of J = f > 0 is that the transformations constructed by this method are
differentiable and invertible with the prescribed Jacobian determinant.
In practice, the div–curl system and the new nodes are calculated numerically on a mesh which consists of
triangular or quadrilateral elements in 2D, and tetrahedral or hexahedral elements in 3D. An element with volume
dV in the source domain is mapped to an element in the target domain with volume dV ′ in such a way that
dV ′/dV ≈ f (x, y, z) > 0. In the numerical examples, the div–curl system is solved by a least squares finite element
method [1–3,7,14]. The Dirichlet condition can be imposed on the boundary as well as in the interior, which allows
moving boundary conforming and landmark matching transformations be generated.
Our method of constructing differentiable and invertible transformations will be integrated in an optimal control
system for the data set alignment problem.
2.2. Proposed method
In this subsection, we formulate an optimization problem for data set alignment. For simplicity of presentation, we
use the SSD (sum of squared differences) similarity measure.
The optimal control approach for the data set alignment problem is as follows.
Let D1 = D2 = D = [0, 1] × [0, 1] × [0, 1]. Let R and T be the reference data set and the template data set
defined on D1 and D2, respectively. Find a differentiable and invertible transformation φ = (u(x), v(x), w(x)) from
D1 into D2 that minimizes the L2 norm of the difference between T (φ) and R on D1.
Namely, we minimize F = ∫D(T (φ(x))− R(x))2dV (x) subject to the constraints:
1. div (φ(x)− x) = f (x) on D1;
2. curl (φ(x)− x) = g(x) on D1;
3. φ(Pi ) = Qi , I = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N ; {Pi } in D1 and {Qi } in D2 are corresponding landmarks;
4. 〈φ, n〉 = 0 on ∂ D1.
The controls f and g satisfy the compatibility conditions:
∫
f = 0 over D1 and div g = 0 on D1. Terms that restrict
the size of the controls are added to F , a common practice in optimal control literature.
The proposed method is inspired by recent developments in optimal control with PDE (partial differential equation)
constraints. For instance, the optimization research community has formulated powerful methods for addressing flow
control problems [9–11]. One of the problems studied is to match a time dependent incompressible viscous flow to
a given one by adjusting the distributed body force (the control), which is the right hand side of the Navier–Stokes
equation L(u, p) = b and divu = 0 for the velocity vector field u and the pressure p.
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Fig. 1a. The sum of squared differences (SSD) is reduced from 29.5 to 5.2 in five steps.
Fig. 1b. SSD is reduced to 0.35 in ten steps.
The div–curl system in our method is linear, and it has unique, differentiable, and invertible solutions; (2) the
div–curl system can be used to reconstruct any differentiable and invertible transformation.
The div–curl system divu = f and curlu = g can be formulated as a minimization problem: Minimize∫
D[(divu− f )2 + |curlu− g|2]dV . Its Gateaux derivative is ∆u+ curl g− grad f (see [14]).
Now let Cregularity =
∫
D((divu − f )2 + |curlu − g|2)dV and minimize Csimilarity + µCregularity, where u is
the displacement associated with a transformation. Let the data-induced external force be b, which is the Gateaux
derivative of Csimilarity. The balance of the forces gives rise to
∆u+ curl g− grad f = b(u, x). In the special case where f = 0, g = 0, the equation reduces to ∆u = b(u, x).
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Fig. 2a. Template image.
Fig. 2b. Reference image.
3. Numerical examples
A two-dimensional version of the method is implemented in a computer program. Computational examples have
demonstrated that the program is effective and stable. The sum of squared differences (SSD) similarity measure is
used for its simplicity. It can be used with any measure whose Gateaux derivative can be numerically approximated.
In the examples below, the transformations are computed using a Dell laptop on a 64×64 regular mesh and visualized
using Tecplot.
Example 1. The reference function R on [0, 1] × [0, 1] is defined by R(x, y) = 10+ 30y2; the template function T
is defined by T (x, y) = 10+ 30y. They agree on the top and bottom boundaries where y = 1, 0, respectively. But T
is linear in y, while R is parabolic in y. The minimization problem has an exact solution: the desired transformation
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Fig. 2c. After one step.
Fig. 2d. After ten steps.
is Φ(x, y) = (x, y2). In terms of the regular mesh, the transformation pushes each horizontal mesh-line downward,
while fixing the top and the bottom boundaries. It is clear that this registration problem is nonlinear and it cannot be
solved by affine registration methods.
Our method produces an almost exact result in seconds on a laptop, that is shown in Fig.1.
The example has demonstrated that the method can reduce the SSD (the sum of squared differences) to almost zero
if the cell sizes are allowed to be arbitrarily small (and positive). In practical situations, we can monitor the cell sizes
and stop the optimization process when some cell sizes become too small (or too big) to be physically meaningful.
Example 2. The template image in Fig. 2a is aligned with the reference image in Fig. 2b. The initial SSD is reduced to
almost zero in ten steps as shown in Figs. 2c and 2d. The alignment errors after one and ten steps are shown in Figs. 2e
and 2f respectively.
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Fig. 2e. Error after one step.
Fig. 2f. Error after ten steps.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, a new approach to the data set alignment problem is formulated, which is based on optimal control
of a similarity functional subject to a system of linear partial differential operators. Numerical examples based on
the least squares finite element method show that the method is effective. Further research will be directed towards
refinements of the numerical algorithms and applications to realistic data sets.
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